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Well, we didn’t really have an option. The Abay building we had leased space in over the 
past five years was sold to one of the physicians that also has offices in the building. Their 
expansion necessitated our relocation. While we could have stayed at that location with 
one-half the space and double the rent, we opted to expand our horizons and landed 
soundly in wonderful offices within the Cypress Medical Office Park. It’s what some might 
say is ‘a stone’s throw away’ from our old office location… 
…Actually, Gregory wouldn’t say that, because he can’t throw too far…but standing at the 
front doors of the old office building entrance, you can literally see our new office entrance 
across K-96 highway. See the location map below which clearly shows both old and new 
office locations.
Our continued growth and research presence necessitated expanded space (you might 
recall, we had larger space at the Abay office, which was later taken by the same physician 
for his office use…arghhhh). Our new offices feature four exam rooms, four consultation 
rooms (diet, speech, PT, research), individual staff offices, large support group meeting room, 
laboratory and staff breakroom. It is a 
W O N D E R F U L blessing to this organization 
to have found offices that work so perfectly 
for our use. 
And finally, a Very Special Thanks to our Board 
of Directors for acting so quickly on our behalf 
to see that services continue to be provided 
with adequate clinical space and research 
resources for our HD family members. 

NEW OFFICES… WITH A NEW LOOK…
SAME GREAT SERVICES!
Above is our new identity, a new HNDC brand (logo). For many years, it has been 
repeatedly recommended by professionals in the print industry to update our ‘look’. 
Our existing logo was said to be ‘dated’ and lacked cohesion. It was difficult to duplicate, 
modify for use and didn’t lend itself well to size modification and/or brand specificity.
Our original logo served us well for over 20 years, but like a good pair of shoes or a new 
suit, it started to show its’ age. As time moved forward, it made perfect sense - since we 
were going to be re-printing our stationery, business cards, etc. with our relocation - to 
pursue an opinion on our re-branding.
We sought the advice of renown marketing firm, Greteman Group, to provide guidance 
through this process. ”The icon includes an abstract brain incorporating DNA molecules 
and centered within the mark is a family tree communicating who the disease affects”, 
stated Sonia Greteman. Further, she added, ”The logo can also be viewed as DNA strands 
which reference the four nucleotides and the scientific research done by the Centre.”  
This was far from an easy path, with many ideas, emotions, and opinions along the way 
guiding decision making. Following multiple consultations, we have what we believe to be 
a fantastic new image that better reflects our mission, our presence…our lasting brand 
within the HD community.
We hope you share our excitement, as well, for the coloring chosen by Greteman Group 
for our new image – ”bright blue and coral colors offset by a dark circular background give 
a sense of hope and optimism”…and we are definitely all about hope and optimism!
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NEXT 2019 CLINIC DATES ARE 
AS FOLLOWS

January .....................................19
February ...................................16
March .......................................16
April ..........................................20
May ...........................................18
June ...........................................15
July ................................. No Clinic
August ......................................17
September ...............................21
October .....................................19
November ................................16
December...................... No Clinic

HNDC clinic is composed of 
a volunteer medical team 

including Neurology, Speech 
Therapy, Dietary, Physical 
Therapy and Social Work. 

There are no ”standing 
appointments.”

To schedule a clinic assessment 
or if you have questions about 

scheduling a clinic appointment 
please contact HNDC.
Dates are subject to change

Clinic Schedule 
2019

Building Signage Approx 12’ wide
Letters approx 
5.5”(lowercase) -
7.5”(uppercase) high

Logo - approx 5.75’ 
Wordmark - approx 16’ w
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Hereditary

Neurological

Disease Centre

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS
Lewis R. Blackwell, Chair
Brenda F. Farha, Past-Chair
Richard L. Anderson, Secretary/Treasurer
Janice H. Bender, Emeritus
Cheryl J. Bish
Clark E. Boyer
Paul F. Good
RosaLee I. Sarachek
Christopher W. Wolgamott 

MEDICAL TEAM
William M. Mallonee, MD
Juliet Gay, MPT
Marcia Gray, RN
Claudia Hohnbaum, MA, RD, LD
Karen Miller, LPN
Debbie O’Connor, RN
Brandie Ritchie, RN
Norberta N. Robertson, LMSW
Julie W. Scherz, PhD
Gregory Suter, BA
Jeremy Tan, MD

STAFF
Gregory W. Suter
(Executive Director) 
Norberta Robertson, LMSW 
Julie K. Unruh
Katie Williams
Farideh Bakhtiari

Katie Williams, MEd (Master of Education in Exercise Physiology)

”When the opportunity arose in 2018 to come to work at HNDC 
I jumped at the chance to be part of this family. This is a group 
of people that really care about the population they are serving 
and work tirelessly to support them.” Katie started her research 
career at the KU School of Medicine-Wichita in 2009 first as a 
Research Assistant in the Pediatrics department and then as 
a Clinical Trials Project Manager for the entire campus - which 
is where she first came in contact with Huntington’s Disease 
research and HNDC.  In 2013 she moved to a part-time position 
at Wichita State University as the Senior Institutional Review 
Board Administrator in order to have more time at home with 
her children. Katie Williams, MEd, joined the team at HNDC as a 
Research Assistant in August 2018.

Many of you became aware through study participation, clinic visit or fundraising activity 
that our social worker, Birdie Robertson and her husband David, were expecting their first 
child in late September. 

Congratulations to Birdie and David, who welcomed home a new baby girl, Ava Joy, October 
1, 2018. Ava weighed in at an astounding 6 pounds, 14 ounces and was 19-inches long. 
Birdie was on a short (Greg would say ”very extended”) maternity leave and as of mid-
November has returned part time to the office through 2018, returning to full time work 
after the New Year. 

Office staff welcomed Ava as the newest member of the HD team and she serves as a 
pleasant distractor during hectic times!

HNDC WELCOMES

Ava Joy

Katie Williams, MEd
Hereditatry Neurological Disease 
Centre’s new Research Assistant

Ava Joy, visiting the office with Birdie
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In May 2018, HNDC was invited to participate in the 
first ENROLL- HD Congress in Quebec City, Canada. 
The event was attended by a total of 518 attendees 
from across the globe. 

The ENROLL-HD study is a worldwide observational 
study that was started in 2012. As of May 2018 
there are 170 active ENROLL sites in 19 countries 
with over 17,000 participants. HNDC is the 4th 
largest ENROLL site in the WORLD! 

Enroll-HD was designed to be an integrated 
infrastructure to facilitate the execution of 
Huntington’s disease (HD) clinical studies and 
to generate high-quality biomedical data. The 
Enroll-HD platform includes several ongoing and 
planned interconnected studies, with the Enroll-
HD study being the largest and the clinical pillar 
of the platform that encompasses collection of 
longitudinal phenotypic data and blood-derived bio 
samples.

Enroll-HD is a clinical research platform that includes 
at its core a prospective observational study of HD. 

The objectives of Enroll-HD are: 
    1) enhance the design and expedite the conduct  
        of clinical trials; 
    2) improve the understanding of the phenotypic 
        spectrum and disease mechanisms; 
    3) foster good clinical care.

The data collected from participants is monitored 
using a rigorous risk-based process. Recoded data 
and bio samples are made available to researchers. 
Enroll-HD also serves as a registry that can 
be used to facilitate recruitment by identifying 
potentially eligible participants who can be invited 
by investigators to participate in clinical trials. To 
improve support for future clinical trials, the study 
will now begin to prioritize the recruitment of 
premanifest and early-stage disease participants. 

HNDC makes their presence known in a game of ENROLL-HD Trivia with study 
coordinators from all over the world: Greg Suter and Dr.Mallonee celebrating 

their team trivia win.

HNDC ATTENDS INAUGURAL ENROLL-HD CONGRESS



Over the past 25 years, the 
Huntington Study Group (HSG) has 
hosted an annual, internationally 
recognized forum for training 
and education of Huntington 
disease (HD) researchers and for 
presentations of new research 
findings and treatments to the 
worldwide community. 

Coupled with this network is the 
opportunity for researchers and 
healthcare providers to submit 
abstracts to the 12th Annual 
Peter Como HD Research Symposium. Begun in 2007, the Symposium 
focuses on clinical HD research and presents valuable findings and 
information to both clinicians and HD patients and family members 
through poster sessions and platform presentations.

Joining with others on the HSG Executive Coordinator Council, HNDC 
Executive Director, Gregory Suter, co-authored ”Quantification of 
HD Participant Interest in Tele-visits, Wearables, and 
Sensors”. The key aim was to evaluate HD patient and 
family interest and willingness to participate in tele-visits 
and to use wearables and sensors in clinical studies. New 
research assessment tools may change the design of HD 
clinical studies in the future. Tele-visits may allow more 
individual to participate in clinical studies.

In anticipation of Gregory’s October birthday, 
HNDC staff conducted a secret birthday 
fundraiser. Gregory has spent half his life…. 
or you could say the last 30 years (but we 
aren’t saying how old he is) dedicated to 
working with HD families, participating 
in leading research and bringing HNDC 
to the forefront of research and patient 
care services. To thank him for all of his 
hard work and to honor his birthday HNDC 
set up a fundraiser to surprise him with 
donations in his name to the non-profit he 
has dedicated so much of his life to. We 
received just under $3000, well exceeding 
our $1000 goal. In response to this staff 
surprise he replied ”I wondered why I was 
getting all these birthday messages and 
cards. I don’t like surprises, but certainly 
am pleased by this act of 
kindness and planning to 
benefit HNDC.”  He wants 
to thank all those who 
contributed.
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On Saturday, October 13th, there was a SELL-OUT crowd of 140 at the UCO Jazz Lab in Edmond, OK. The ”PhilanthroParty” 
was in support of HD Research. Lorna Cunningham, a close friend of someone who had HD, decided to rent the UCO Jazz 
Lab and host a fundraising party. She contacted Jim Keating to discuss her ambition and together they orchestrated an 
event date and hired ”The Changing Times”, a classic rock band in which Jim is a member. Started in Mangum, OK, the 
band celebrated its’ 50th Anniversary that same night and plays all around Edmond/OKC. They provided a non-stop, 
rock’n roll evening of good music and dancing well into the night. Attendees also had the opportunity to learn more 
about Huntington’s disease and the Hereditary Neurological Disease Centre. At evenings end, over $3,000.00 was raised 
in support of our work directed to those with Huntington’s disease.

HNDC Director, Gregory Suter with event organizers 
Lorna Cunningnham and Jim Keating

HD Community Events in Review

Abstract presented at HSG Conference
HNDC Director Celebrates
Milestone Birthday

Jody Goldstein, Co-Chair HSG Executive Coordinator 
Council and HNDC Executive Director, Gregory Suter
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•  Speech
 - Articulation
 - Breath support/phonation
 - Coordination
•  Language
 - Expressive
 ▪ • Difficulty putting thoughts into words
 ▪ • Limited ability to respond in  
      conversation --- word finding 
     difficulties
 - Receptive
 ▪ • Difficulty understanding complex 
     information
 ▪ • Slow response
•  Cognition
 - Attention and concentration
 - Memory
 ▪ • Difficulty learning new skills
 - Problem solving
 ▪ • Reduced organizational skills

•  Allow plenty of time
• Reduce environmental noise and distractions
 - Be in the same room, face-to-face
 - Touch an arm or shoulder to get attention
• Talk about and set the ground rules for communication --- 
   identify good and bad strategies
 - How are misunderstandings signaled and resolved?
 - What is the best communication rate?
 - Is there a need to use pauses?
• Use facial expressions and gestures
• Use available tools to support communication
 - Paper and pencil
 - Picture boards
 - Letter boards
 - Other personal communication tools (photo albums, 
    menus from restaurants, etc.)
 - Reminder notebooks
 - Calendars
 - Sticky notes on a message board
• Use a reduced rate of speech
• Repeat/rephrase and simplify messages through the use of 
   key words
• Cue to new topics
• Use ”yes/no” questions
• Verify that your message has been understood

Potential Communication Problems Suggestions for Communication

Julie Scherz, PhD

Dr. Scherz – Speech Language Pathologist has been a longtime supporter and 
volunteer of the Huntington Disease Clinic. On August 14th Dr. Scherz was 
our Wichita Support Group featured speaker. Group was educated on potential 
speech, language and cognition communication problems and suggestions on 
how to address this issues.

Jeremy Tan, MD

On June 12th, psychiatrist Dr. Tan met with the Wichita area support group. Dr. 
Tan focused on addressing the behavioral health component of the HD symptom 
triad- Motor, Behavioral Health and Cognition. Dr. Tan discussed the possibilities 
of improving quality of life when symptoms such as (but not limited to) anxiety and 
depression are addressed.
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HD Community Events in Review

Walk Local ~ Support Local!
All of the patients seen at Hereditary Neurological Disease Centre receive beneficial services at 
little or no cost to them or their families. ALL funds raised support research services and help 
with local HD community needs.
Many thanks to all of our sponsors, donors and families that attend our walks!!

WICHITA KS

CAIRO NE

FORT SMITH AR
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Wichita Area
The Wichita Area Support Group meets the 2nd Tuesday of 
every month at the HNDC Auditorium.

The 2019 Wichita Area Support Group is listed below:
January 8th - Regular Support Group - 7:00pm
*February 12th - (Speaker - TBD) - 6:00pm
March 12th - Regular Support Group - 7:00pm
*April 9th - (Speaker - TBD) - 6:00pm
May 14th - Regular Support Group - 7:00pm
*June 11th - (Speaker - Gary Kral- Caregiver Speaker) - 6:00pm
July - Summer Break No Group
*August 13th - (Speaker - TBD) - 6:00pm
September 10th - Regular Support Group - 7:00pm
*October 8th - (Speaker - Debbie O’Conner - Nurse) - 6:00pm
November 12th - Regular Support Group - 7:00pm
December - Christmas Break No Group

*Dinner is provided at all Support Groups with a Guest Speaker. 
Dinner is provided starting at 6pm and the featured speaker starts 
at 6:30pm. There is NO CHARGE and the support group is OPEN to 
ANYONE who has interest in attending. Please call 316-609-3020 or 
email norberta@hndcentre.com at least 72 hours prior if you have 
interest in attending for food planning purposes. 

Support Group meets at the HNDC Auditorium, located at 9300 E. 
29th Street North, Wichita Ks.

Lawrence Area
Huntington’s Disease Support Group

Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month at 
Lawrence Memorial Hospital

330 Arkansas entrance
Conference Rm D South

For more information please contact HNDC at 
888-232-4632

The Fort Smith Area
Huntington’s Disease Support Group

Meets the third Thursday of each month at 6 p.m.
at the Fort Smith Public Library

3201 Rogers Avenue
2nd Floor in the Davis Room

Fort Smith, Arkansas
For more information,

Sandee Farley 479-462-2734
Pat Valley 479-785-5209

Call 1-888-232-4632
For updated meetings or Additional 

meeting information.

Our Organization – Be an INFORMED supporter of the H.N.D.C
The Hereditary Neurological Disease Centre is a free-standing, non-profit organization. We often use the short version- 
HNDC- and this has apparently brought some confusion with the national HD organization, Huntington’s Disease Society 
of America (HDSA). We are not, and never have been, an affiliate of the national organization. We share a common goal 
to assist those with Huntington’s Disease. Our direction, purpose, mission, and funding sources are dramatically 
different. ALL HNDC funds provide direct research and patient care programs for our regional area. ALL MONEY is used 
for these important program services; none is used for overhead or salaries. If you want to know where your dollars are 
used, please contact us and arrange an opportunity to learn more about WHERE your donations go, to WHOM they help 
directly in your area. PLEASE... Be an informed supporter and KNOW where your time, talent and donations are going.

To learn more about our site  & our services



9300 E. 29th Street North, Suite 350
Wichita, Kansas 67226
Like us on Facebook @ Hereditary Neurological Disease Centre

This Newsletter is printed by the  HNDC, 9300 E. 29th Street North, Suite 350, Wichita, KS  67226, in support of its mission to provide diagnosis, disease management, and support services.  
Should you have items of interest to contribute, questions, comments, or would like to volunteer to help make a difference, contact the HNDC office.

Genetic Testing Services
We continue to offer genetic testing at our cost for laboratory fee only.  
Call 1-888-232-4632 for further details or to schedule an appointment.

www.huntingtonsdiseaseclinic.com

Memorials
Memorial contributions in support of the mission of the Hereditary Neurological Disease Centre are important 

and can be a lasting tribute year after year. Our condolences go out to the Family, Friends, and Loved Ones.

We want to thank those families that have established Memorials, as well as all those that contributed to the 
Memorial Fund. Unless otherwise restricted, Memorial gifts are directed to the Huntington’s Disease Resource Fund.

* Herbert Hartwig  * Sheryl Sannipoli * Lucille Mulroney *
* Debbie Robinson * Salvatore Arello * Chris Barnes * 

* Carolyn Elliott * Teresa Moorman * Sammie Jean McColpin * 
* Annie Steiger * Daniel Moghbelfar * Grant Sullivan *


